MANIFESTO

I, ROHAN GAUTAM (18D110020) Contesting for Hostel Photography and Film Secretary, Hostel-2.

INITIATIVES:
• Short video for the graduated seniors for the H2 senior mates
• After movie for The Hostel Social Fest - Fun2shh
• Project: Hostel Introduction Video - Tech Room/ Music Room/ Event Clips/ lounge/canteen /sports culture / and other events
• Frame Photography in the festivals like Eid where mates can wear kurta and take a pic
• Organise Online Photography Competition to encourage Freshmen students towards Photography.
• Pitch to the council to buy new camera with better specifications and a gimble

RESPONSIBILITIES:
• Work towards increasing the film-making culture in the hostel by involving more seniors as well as juniors
• Prepare an winning entry for Sophie Films for the coming year
• Mentor freshies during Freshiezza filmmaking
• Contribute in the making of the trailer for the hostel’s PAF
  • Organise a DSLR handling workshop
  • Be an active member of the hostel council
  • Cover all the events held in hostel
• Prepare the winning entry for the coming Film GC

INVENTORY:
• Pitch for a new camera, lenses, head of the tripod and a gimble

CREDENTIALS:
• Made a video for Freshiezza in humour category and acted in it, bagged 2nd prize
• Made two videos in Music Video Arcade and acted in both of them, both bagged and shared 1st prize
• Helped in direction of some scenes of Film GC and acted in it, bagged 3rd prize